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The Cold War and the rise of the national se‐
curity state and its impact on American society in
general and the American West in particular has
been well chronicled over the last few decades,[1]
but Kari Frederickson focuses our attention on a
region that has been slighted in many accounts,
despite  the  fact  that  changes  wrought  in  the
American South were of great significance, both
for the region and the nation as a whole. It could
be argued that, with the exception of the elimina‐
tion of slavery, the Second World War was a far
more  transformative  event  for  the  American
South than the Civil War, in terms of social, politi‐
cal, economic, and environmental changes. Fred‐
erickson’s  excellent  work  provides  strong  addi‐
tional evidence for that argument. 

The book is focused narrowly on the Depart‐
ment of Energy’s Savannah River Plant (SRP) and
the surrounding region of upstate South Carolina.
Frederickson argues that the establishment of the
plant in a rural, still largely agricultural area was
a significant catalyst for development,  economic
progress (although primarily for whites), and de‐

mographic change in the surrounding region, es‐
pecially  the  nearby  community  of  Aiken,  South
Carolina, and, to a lesser extent, Augusta, Georgia.
She believes that “the SRP imprinted the modern
military  state  on the  southern landscape,  trans‐
forming not only the space within its boundaries
but the surrounding communities” as well (p. 1).
The  massive  site  (more  than  three  hundred
square miles)  hosted five separate nuclear reac‐
tors  that  produced  fuel  for  nuclear  weapons
throughout the Cold War, and remains today both
an active research facility and a “national sacri‐
fice zone” for victory in the Cold War. 

Frederickson  methodically  traces  the  trans‐
formations, starting with an overview of the Cold
War and events that led to the site’s establishment
in the early 1950s (the Korean War and the new
“hydrogen” bomb both played a large role in the
expansion  of  the  nation’s  nuclear  arsenal)
through the end of the Cold War in the late 1980s.
Along the way, she explores the site’s early geog‐
raphy and culture; the decision to build the plant;
the  construction  process;  local  reaction;  and



changes in the region’s social, cultural, and politi‐
cal composition. The case for the SRP as the pri‐
mary  agent  of  change  in  the  upstate  region  is
compelling and soundly proven through a wide
variety of sources, from official plant records to
Du Pont-produced “propaganda” programs on ra‐
dio and television, to minutes of local government
meetings.  Significant personalities,  most notably,
Aiken  attorney  and  longtime  U.S.  senator  and
presidential  hopeful  Strom  Thurmond,  make
cameos, but the work focuses on the lives of the
everyday residents of the region and how the SRP
reordered  the  physical  and  cultural  landscape,
bringing in a better educated but also politically
conservative workforce and a “corporate” mental‐
ity to a previously populist region. She argues that
“the military and the federal government created
a new, high-tech, industrial workforce whose cul‐
tural  tastes,  spending  habits,  and  political  alle‐
giances changed the face of the South” (p. 24). 

With  apologies  to  Steven  Hahn,  Frederick‐
son’s work could have been subtitled “The Death
of Southern Populism.” In 1983, in The Roots of
Southern  Populism:  Yeoman  Farmers  and  the
Transformation of Georgia Upcountry, 1850-1890, 
Hahn found the origins of a southern anticorpo‐
rate populist movement in up-country counties of
Georgia  that  approximate  the  region  around
Aiken. Frederickson demonstrates that the intro‐
duction of a large federal facility, operated under
contract by a major corporate entity, the Du Pont
Corporation, drastically reduced if not eliminated
anticorporate feelings that had once been preva‐
lent in the region. As a result, the political culture
shifted from one identified with a labor-friendly
Democratic  Party to  the  more  business-friendly
Republican Party. While it is impossible to ignore
the role of race in this shift in political alignment,
Frederickson adds nuance to the rise of southern
conservatism and the regional embrace of corpo‐
rate culture, with a detailed discussion of its anti‐
tax, antiunion, and generally pro-business focus,
along with an interest in maintaining social stabil‐
ity and therefore interfering minimally with local

racial customs. She asserts that Aiken’s “begrudg‐
ing but nonviolent acquiescence to social change
is perhaps more typical of southern communities”
(p. 8). 

While the work touches on a wide variety of
topics, and explores several in great detail, it, in
general, leaves the reader wanting more. For ex‐
ample, does the example of Aiken and the SRP ap‐
ply  generally  across  the  South?  Frederickson
makes several comparisons with the Hanford site
in Washington state, but are there similarities be‐
tween  SRP  and,  for  example,  Redstone  Arsenal
and Huntsville in Alabama; Oak Ridge, Tennessee;
Cape Canaveral, Florida; King’s Bay, Georgia; Sten‐
nis  Space  Center,  Mississippi;  and  other  federal
nuclear/space/research  facilities  across  the  re‐
gion? Hopefully other scholars will follow Freder‐
ickson’s  ground-breaking  example  and  initiate
new scholarship on the wider impact of the Cold
War on the American South. 

The work has few flaws, other than a mislead‐
ingly broad title, minor factual errors (the Confed‐
erate general at the insignificant “Battle of Aiken,”
which  has  spawned  a  major  reenactment  and
commemoration in the area,[2] was Joe Wheeler,
not Weaver [p. 38]); and the excessive use of the
passive voice (see page 34 as an example), which
do not detract from a fresh, insightful approach
and a quick and enjoyable read. The book could
be used to supplement the traditional narrative of
the civil rights era in the South in a reading semi‐
nar on the region (and already has been in one
such course at the Air Force Academy) or part of a
broader study of the Cold War’s economic and en‐
vironmental  impact,  using John McNeill’s  recent
Environmental Histories of the Cold War (2013) as
a guide, although the discussion of environmental
aspects  (including  the  accidental  creation  of  a
large research area largely free of human disrup‐
tion) forms only a disappointingly small  part  of
the book. The work demonstrates balance, offer‐
ing a discussion of  the Nobel Prize-winning dis‐
covery by scientists at the SRP alongside critiques
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of forced relocations for the area’s residents and
the  detrimental  effects  of  warm  water  releases
from cooling facilities on the local ecology. 

Overall, Cold War Dixie is a masterful exami‐
nation of  one particular community’s  encounter
with the modern military state, but one that has
broader significance across the region and the na‐
tion. While military histories of the Cold War of‐
ten focus on the political confrontations and the
few “hot  wars,”  Frederickson carefully  explores
the sometimes hidden economic and social costs
on the home front and examines how some parts
of  the  nation  are  still  living  with  the  repercus‐
sions of this period of American history. In con‐
necting  military  activity,  even  outside  of  major
conflict,  with  wider  social  change,  Frederickson
reminds us of the broad explanatory power mili‐
tary history has to help explain change over time. 

Notes 
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